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Proposed Uplands R-10 Overlay District Code  
DRAFT Revised 11.30.16 

50.05.012 UPLANDS R-10 OVERLAY DISTRICT 

1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the overlay is to ensure that development in the overlay district promotes the unique 

character of the Uplands Neighborhood as described in the Neighborhood Character Statement of the 

Uplands Neighborhood Plan. 

2. APPLICABILITY 

This article applies to lands within the Uplands R-10 Overlay District, as shown on Figure 50.05.012-A: 

Uplands R-10 Overlay District. 

Figure 50.05.012-A: Uplands R-10 Overlay District 
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3. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER STANDARDS 

To the extent that any requirement of this overlay imposes a regulation relating to the same matter as a 

regulation applicable to the residential low density zones, this section shall prevail. 

Commentary: 

Overlay codes add to, or modify, the base zone requirements to address unique characteristics and 

desires of specific geographic areas of the city. 

 

4. YARD SETBACKS (Non-Flag Lots) 

a.    Front Yard Setbacks 

Front yard setbacks for new development (other than flag lots) shall conform to the standards in Table 
50.05.012 – 1. 

 Non-corner Lot Corner Lot 

Front yard 

setback 

Average of the 

setbacks of abutting 

buildings along same 

block face1 

Average of 25 ft. and 

the set back of the 

abutting building on 

the same block face1 

Minimum No less than 25 ft. or 

more than 40 ft. 

No less than 25 ft. or 

more than 40 ft. 

1 If the lot also abuts a flag lot, the flag lot shall not be considered 

in determining the average. The set back of the standard lot shall 

apply. 

Commentary: The distance that homes are set back from the front property line varies throughout 

the neighborhood, however, many homes in Uplands are set back well beyond the required 25 ft. 

front setback distance. In most cases, the unimproved public right-of-way between the road and front 

property line creates additional distance to the house. The generous front yard area is one of the 

unique characteristics of the Uplands neighborhood. There is concern that as properties redevelop, 

new homes will increasingly be built at the minimum 25 ft. setback, which will change the character of 

the neighborhood. There is a desire to ensure that setbacks are similar to neighboring homes 

This approach is based on an existing standard in LOC 50.04.003 General Exceptions to Yard 

Requirements. This code sections allows front yard setback averaging to reduce the required 

setback, when one or both abutting lots have a legal house or garage set back less than the current 

requirement. Where there is only one abutting property with a lesser setback, the average is 

determined by the abutting property and the minimum setback for the zone. 
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5. FLAG LOTS 

a.  Only one flag lot may be created behind a non-flag lot. 

Commentary: The number of allowable flag lots is currently determined by the total area of the site 

(each lot must be at least 10,000 sq. ft. in size). Two or more flag lots could be created behind the 

street-facing lot, if the site was at least 36,000 sq. ft. ‒ large enough to accommodate at least three 

total lots, along with an access lane.  

This proposal would limit the number of lots to two, one abutting the street and one behind it. This 

pattern of development is not seen as compatible with the existing and desired character of the 

Uplands neighborhood because long access lanes, fences, and homes located ten feet off the access 

lane result in a predominant view of hardscape, rather than the landscaped separation between 

homes that characterizes most of the neighborhood.  

b. Access 

Access lanes shall not extend through the flag lot to abutting developable property. 

Commentary: Existing code requires that “Access lanes shall extend through the partition site and be 

extended to abutting developable property to provide a continuous connecting access lane where 

practicable.” Access lanes may serve no more than eight properties. This requirement was added to 

the code in 2010, and no through connections have been built to date; all developable lots in Uplands 

have frontage on a public street or access via an existing access lane. The concept to create an 

intimate private lane cutting through blocks is not seen as compatible with the meandering street 

pattern in hilly Uplands. The Uplands R-10 Overlay proposal would not allow a private access lane to 

“cut through” a block and connect to the next street. 

c.  Lot Configuration Requirements 

i. Determination of Front Yard 

The front yard of a flag lot is measured from the lot line that is most parallel and closest to the street.  

Commentary: The front, rear and side yards are the required setbacks from the property line to the 

building (front yard = 25 ft. setback), but setback standards do not prescribe the house 

orientation/where the front door is located. The current flag lot regulations require that the front yard 

be located between the house and the access lane (what’s typically the “side”).The City’s old flag lot 

regulations (prior to 2010 infill code amendments) called for the front yard of the flag lot to be located 

between the house and street, but allowed some flexibility. The Uplands overlay proposal is to orient 

the setbacks the same as non-flag lots. 
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d.    Building and Site Design Standards 

i.    Building Orientation  

New buildings located on flag lots may have the front of the house oriented towards the front 

property line or towards the access lane.  

Commentary: The existing flag lot standards require that the front of the house be oriented towards 

the access lane. This code requirement was added with other flag lot standards intended to create a 

small private lane, with all homes facing toward that lane. The Uplands proposal to limit flag lots and 

not allow connecting access lanes make the existing orientation standard unnecessary. The front 

yard, regardless of the front door location, would be oriented to the street. 

ii.  Setback Requirements 

Setbacks shall be as established for the underlying R-10 zone. The flag lot setback requirements 

in LOC 50.07.007.e.v. shall not apply within the Uplands R-10 Overlay District.  

Commentary: The existing flag lot standards have a 10 ft. setback from the front of the house to the 

access lane, and provide flexibility in the distribution of side and rear yard setbacks, with the intent of 

reflecting the setbacks on abutting properties. The result, as in the flag lots off of Wembley Park 

Road, is that homes can appear closely stacked together down the lane, and can create uncertainty 

in the application of standards. 

 

6. LIMITATION ON IMPERVIOUS SURFACES 

a.  No more than 50% of the lot may be covered with impervious surfaces.  

Commentary: The Uplands overlay proposal would allow 15%-25% of a lot to be covered with 

impervious surfaces such as patios and driveways, in addition to the building area counted toward 

maximum lot coverage (25-35%).  

 

Impervious surface means a hard surface area which prevents or slows the entry of water into the soil 

and/or causes water to run off the surface in greater quantities or faster than would occur under 

natural (undeveloped) conditions. "Impervious surface" includes, but is not limited to, rooftops, 

concrete or asphalt paving, compacted gravel, walkways, patios, driveways, parking lots or storage 

areas, and oiled, macadam or other surfaces which similarly impede the natural infiltration or runoff of 

surface water.   

 

Scenarios:  

10,000 sq. ft. lot / 35% lot coverage: 1,500 sq. ft. additional impervious treatment allowed  

20,000 sq. ft. lot / 25% lot coverage: 5,000 sq. ft. additional impervious treatment allowed 
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b.  The front yard shall not be covered by more than 30% impervious surfaces. 

Commentary: The proposal to limit the impervious area between the building and street is intended to 

prevent hardscape (primarily driveways) from being the predominant surface treatment in the front 

yard. This is intended to support the existing and desired neighborhood character of generous open 

space on lots, lush landscaping and an abundance of trees, rather than an abundance of hardscape 

as viewed from the street.  

 

The “front yard” for the purpose of this requirement is the area between the front lot line and front 

exterior wall of the building.  
 

7. STRUCTURE DESIGN 

a.    Height – Additional Standards  

i. The additional height allowed in the R-10 zone pursuant to LOC 50.04.001.1.g is not permitted in 

the Uplands R-10 Overlay District.  

Commentary: The Community Development Code sets a maximum base height for structures in low-

density residential zones, with additional height allowances for limited roof forms and architectural 

features that project above the maximum base height. The maximum base height in the R-10 zone is 

30 ft. for flat lots, 34 ft. for lots with sloping topography, and 35 ft. for sloped lots. Roof forms may 

extend up to six feet higher than the base height when specific building dimensional standards are 

met. The Uplands neighborhood has many single story ranches and split level homes that are well 

below the maximum base height in the zone. The neighborhood association feels that additional height 

up to 6 feet would be less compatible with the lower structure height that is common throughout the 

neighborhood. This recommendation is similar to the recent amendment to the Evergreen 

Neighborhood R-7.5 Overlay. 

 

8. ON‐SITE CIRCULATION – DRIVEWAYS AND FIRE ACCESS ROADS 

 a. Driveway Approaches – Locational Limitations and Restrictions 

Only one driveway shall be permitted along each lot frontage. 

Commentary: Lots with more than 75 ft. of frontage along a single public street are currently permitted 

to have more than one driveway access. The additional driveway access allows for horseshoe- shaped 

driveways and results in greater paved area, less landscaping, and reduced opportunities for on-street 

parking.  
 


